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TENSOR PRODUCT OF THE POWER GRAPHS
OF SOME FINITE RINGS ∗
Masoumeh Soleimani, Mohammad Hassan Naderi and Ali Rreza Ashrafi
Abstract. Suppose R is a ring. The multiplicative power graph P(R) of R is the graph
whose vertices are elements of R, where two distinct vertices x and y are adjacent if
and only if there exists a positive integer n such that xn = y or yn = x. In this paper,
the tensor product of the power graphs of some finite rings are studied.
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1. Introduction
All graphs considered here are assumed to be undirected and simple and the
vertex and edge set of such a graph G will be denoted by V (G) and E(G), respec-
tively. An edge connecting two vertices x and y in G is denoted by xy. We first
state some definitions and notations that will be kept throughout the paper.
Given a semigroup S, the undirected power graph P(S) has a vertex set S and
two distinct vertices x and y are adjacent if and only if xn = y or yn = x, for a
positive integer n [4]. The directed version of this graph was introduced by Kelarev
and Quinn in an innovating work [11]. These authors continued their work on this
graph in papers [8, 9, 10]. We also recommend that the authors should be consulted
for the survey article [1] and references therein for more information on this topic.
In [14], the authors proved a number of results that relate the structure of the
group to the structure of its power graph. Among other things, they presented
a counterexample to a conjecture of Charkabarty, Ghosh and Sen. In [3], it was
proved that the only finite group whose automorphism group is the same as that of
its power graph is the Klein group of order 4.
Mary Flagg [6], in her interesting paper studied the power graph of rings. Since
a ring R has two binary operations “+” and “×”, there will be two different power
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graphs P+(R) and P×(R) that can be associated to R. The power graphs P+(R)
and P×(R) are called the additive and multiplicative power graphs of R, respec-
tively.
Recall that a graph is said to be connected if for each pair of distinct vertices x
and y, there is a finite sequence of distinct vertices x = x1, · · · , xn = y such that
each pair (xi, xi+1) is an edge. A graph without edges is called totally disconnected.
For distinct vertices x and y, let d(x, y) be the shortest length of a path connecting
x and y and let d(x, y) = ∞ if no such path exists. The diameter of G is defined
as diam(G) = max{d(x, y) | x, y ∈ V (G)}.
For a graph G, the degree of a vertex x in G is the number of edges of G incident
with x, denoted by deg(x). A regular graph is a graph that every vertex has the
same degree. The graph G is called bipartite with vertex bipartition {V1, V2} if the
set of all vertices of G is V1∪V2, V1∩V2 = Ø, and each edge of G joins a vertex from
V1 to a vertex of V2. A complete bipartite graph is a bipartite graph containing all
edges joining the vertices of V1 and V2. A complete bipartite graph on vertex sets
of sizes m and n is denoted by Km,n. If m = 1 then the resulting graph K1,n is
called a star graph.
Suppose G and H are two graphs. We say that G is a subgraph of H , when
V (G) ⊆ V (H) and E(G) ⊆ E(H). A cycle inG is a subgraph that by deleting one of
its edge the resulting subgraph is a path. The girth ofG, written gr(G), is the length
of the shortest cycle in G and gr(G) =∞ if G has no cycle. A connected component
of an undirected graph is a subgraph in which any two vertices are connected to
each other by at least one path and the number of connected components of G is
denoted by C(G).
The tensor product of graphs G and H is denoted by G⊗H , whose vertex set is
V (G)× V (H) and for which vertices (g, h) and (g′, h′) are adjacent precisely when
gg′ ∈ E(G) and hh′ ∈ E(H), see [7] for details.
Suppose p is a prime. Fine [5], classified all rings of order p2 as follows:
Ap = 〈a : p
2a = 0, a2 = a〉 ∼= Zp2 ,
Bp = 〈a : p
2a = 0, a2 = pa〉,
Cp = 〈a : p
2 = 0, a2 = 0〉,
Dp = 〈a, b : pa = pb = 0, a
2 = a, b2 = b, ab = ba = 0〉 = Zp ⊕ Zp,
Ep = 〈a, b : pa = pb = 0, a
2 = a, b2 = b, ab = a, ba = b〉,
Fp = 〈a, b : pa = pb = 0, a
2 = a, b2 = b, ab = b, ba = a〉,
Gp = 〈a, b : pa = pb = 0, a
2 = 0, b2 = 0, ab = ba = a〉,
Hp = 〈a, b : pa = pb = 0, a
2 = 0, b2 = b, ab = ba = 0〉,
Ip = 〈a, b : pa = pb = 0, a
2 = b, ab = 0〉,
Jp = 〈a, b : pa = pb = 0, a
2 = b2 = 0〉,
Kp =
{
〈a, b : 2a = 2b = 0, a2 = a, b2 = a+ b, ab = b, ba = b〉 p = 2
〈a, b : pa = pb = 0, a2 = a, b2 = ja, ab = ba = b〉 p 6= 2
where j is not a square in Zp.
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Throughout this paper the cardinality of a set A will be denoted by |A| and
Kn and U(Zp2) stand for the complete graph on n vertices and the group of mul-
tiplicative units of Zp2 , respectively. Our other notations are standard and can be
obtained from the books [2, 12, 13].
2. The Number of Components
By [3, Theorem 1], the additive power graph of a ring determines the addi-
tive structure of the ring and so we will focus on the multiplicative power graph
P(R) = P×(R). In this section we investigate the number of components of the
tensor products of two rings R and S. Note that the tensor product of graphs are
commutative so in this paper we will avoid the repeated cases. If x ∈ R, y ∈ S,
A ⊆ R and B ⊆ S then we define:
(x,B) = {(x, b) | b ∈ S},
(A, y) = {(a, y) | a ∈ A}.
Let p be a prime and R be a ring of order p. Then as an additive group, R ∼= Zp.
This implies that there are two rings of order p, the ring Zp and the zero ring on
the additive group, denoted by Np.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose p, q are primes, Rp and Rq denote arbitrary rings of order
p and q, respectively, and Γ = P(Rp)⊗ P(Rq). Then one of the following statements
is hold:
(1) The graph Γ has two components, one of them is isomorphic to a complete
bipartite graph K(p−1),(q−1) and another one is the star graph K1,(p−1)(q−1).
(2) Γ has one or two components and p+ q − 1 isolated vertices.
(3) Γ has a bipartite component and q isolated vertices.
(4) Γ has two components of the form K1,(q−1) and q isolated vertices.
(5) The graph Γ is totally disconnected.
Proof . Since there are two non-isomorphic rings of a prime order, it is enough to
consider the graphs P(Zp)⊗P(Zq), P(Zp)⊗P(Nq) and P(Np)⊗P(Nq). Our main
proof will consider three separate cases as follows:
1. If Γ = P(Zp) ⊗ P(Zq), then for p = 2 and any prime q the graph P(Z2) ⊗
P(Zq) is totally disconnected, since P(Z2) is totally disconnected. If p, q 6= 2
except the case that p = q = 3, then V (P(Zp) ⊗ P(Zq)) has a subset A =
{(0, 0), (0, v), (u, 0) | u ∈ V (P(Zp)), v ∈ V (P(Zq))} of size | A |= p+ q − 1 as
its isolated vertices. We claim that all other vertices form a component. For
every vertex (x, y) ∈ V (P(Zp)⊗P(Zq))−A, we have the following two cases:
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(a) x, y 6= 1. Then it is clear that (x, y) and (1, 1) are adjacent.
(b) x = 1 and y 6= 1 or vice versa. In this case, a vertex (x′, y′) ∈ V (P(Zp)⊗
P(Zq)) − A exists such that (x, y) is adjacent with (x
′, y′) and the last
one is adjacent to (1, 1). Note that if p = q = 3, then P(Zp)⊗P(Zq) has
exactly five isolated vertices and two components isomorphic to K2.
2. If Γ = P(Zp)⊗P(Nq), then it is clear that P(Z2)⊗P(Nq) is a totally discon-
nected graph. Let p 6= 2. Then P(Zp)⊗P(Nq) have q isolated vertices and a
bipartite connected component such that one part contains all vertices of the
form (V (P(Zp)) − {0}, 0) and another part contains all vertices of the form
(V (P(Zp)) − {0}, V (P(Nq)) − {0}). Note that if p = q = 3 then we obtain
three isolated vertices and two star K1,q−1 as components.
3. If Γ = P(Np)⊗P(Nq), then in this case the component corresponding to the
vertex (0, 0) is a star graph K1,(p−1)(q−1), since the vertex 0 is adjacent to all
other vertices in P(Np). It is now straightforward to verify that the second
component is K(p−1),(q−1).
This completes the proof. 
There are 11 non-isomorphic rings of order p2 and the power graph of these rings
have already described by Flagg in [6]. By [6, Corollary 3.1] and [6, Corollary 3.2],
P(Ap) ∼= P(Gp), P(Bp) ∼= P(Ip), P(Cp) ∼= P(Jp) and P(Ep) ∼= P(Fp). Accordingly,
it is sufficient to consider the rings Ap, Bp, Cp, Dp, Ep, Hp and Kp in order to
investigate the tensor product of the power graphs of two rings of order p2.
Theorem 2.2. Let Rq be a ring of order q
2. Then
C(P(Ap)⊗ P(Rq)) ∈ {2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 16, p
2+ 2, p2 + 4}.
Proof . Our main proof will consider seven cases as follows:
1. Rq ∼= Aq. We claim that the tensor product graph has five components with
the following vertex sets:
M1 = {(0, 0), (npa,mqa) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
M2 = {(npa, 0), (0,mqa) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
M3 = {(npa,ma) | m ∈ U(Zq2), n ∈ N},
M4 = {(ma, nqa) | m ∈ U(Zp2), n ∈ N},
M5 = {(m1a,m2a) | m1 ∈ U(Zp2), m2 ∈ U(Zq2)}.
To prove our claim, we first notice that Mi ∩ Mj = ∅, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 5.
Since in P(Ap) we have (npa)
2 = 0 and also all of the vertices of U(Zp2) are
just connected to some vertices in U(Zp2), it is clear that Mi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5
composes a component. Note that if p = q = 2, one can easily check that
each of sets M1 and M2 composes a component and other sets are split into
two components. Also if p = 2 and q ≥ 3, then M4 split into two components
and each of the other sets makes a component.
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2. Rq ∼= Bq. In this case, we have two components with the following vertex
sets:
M1 = {(u, v) | u ∈ U(Zp2), v ∈ V (P(Bq))},
M2 = {(u, v) | u ∈ V (P(Ap))− U(Zp2), v ∈ V (P(Bq))}.
It is clear that M1 ∩M2 = ∅. Since vertices in U(Zp2) are in a component of
P(Ap), the graph P(Bq) is a connected graph, every vertex u ∈ V (P(Ap))−
U(Zp2) has the form npa, where a is a generator of Ap and n ∈ N. Moreover,
there is an edge 0(npa) in P(Ap), where 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1. Thus each of M1 and
M2 makes a component.
3. Rq ∼= Cq. We claim that P(Ap)⊗ P(Cq) has three connected components as
follows:
(a) K1,|A|(q2−1), where A = {npa | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1} in which a is a generator
of Ap.
(b) A complete bipartite graph in which one part is containing all vertices
of the form (0, ka′), where 1 ≤ k ≤ q2 − 1 and a′ is a generator of Cq.
Another part will be the set of all (npa, 0), 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1.
(c) A bipartite graph in which one part is
{(u, 0) | u ∈ P(Ap), u 6= npa, 0 ≤ n ≤ p− 1}
and another part is
{(u, ka′) | u ∈ P(Ap), u 6= npa, 0 ≤ n ≤ p− 1 , 1 ≤ k ≤ q
2 − 1}.
To prove our claim we note that (npa)2 = 0 in P(Ap) and in P(Cq) the
vertex 0 is connected to all other vertices of the form ka′, for all 1 ≤ k ≤
q2 − 1. Thus, the graph has the edges (npa, ka′)(0, 0) and (0, ka′)(npa, 0),
where 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1. In P(Ap) all vertices that are not multiple of p are in
one connected component that completes the assertion. The only exception in
this case occurs when p = q = 2. This special case has the same components
and the presented component of (c) is split into two components.
4. Rq ∼= Dq. Suppose {a
′, b′} is a generating set for Dq. It is clear that P(Ap)⊗
P(Dq) has p
2 isolated vertices, since the vertex 0 of P(Dq) is an isolated
vertex. Consider the set of vertices {(ka, ia′) | 0 ≤ k ≤ p2 − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1}.
Then (0, ia′) is adjacent with (npa, ja′) for all 1 ≤ n ≤ p−1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ q−1.
So, these vertices compose a component except for some values of p and q
presenting at the end of this case, the rest vertices of this set make another
component corresponding to (a, a). The set {(ka, ia′+jb′) | 0 ≤ k ≤ p2−1, 1 ≤
i, j ≤ q − 1} of vertices is partitioned into two sets {(ma, ia′ + jb′) | m ∈
U(Zp2), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q−1} and {(npa, ia
′+jb′) | 0 ≤ n ≤ p−1, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q−1}
and each of them composes a component. One can easily check that the set
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{(ka, ib′) | 0 ≤ k ≤ p2 − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1} also makes a component. Note that
there are several exception in this case such that all of them have the same
isolated vertices but some differences exist. Now we mention these exceptions.
If p = q = 2 then the tensor product graph is a totally disconnected graph,
and also if p = 2 and q = 3 then the second set mentioned above is broken
up to four star graph K1,3, also each of two other sets is partitioned into four
components isomorphic to K2.
5. Rq ∼= Eq. Suppose {a
′, b′} is a generating set for Dq. In this case, the tensor
product graph has eleven components as follows:
(a) Consider the set {(npa, ia′+ jb′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p−1, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q−1, i+ j =
q}. Since 0 is adjacent with npa in P(Ap), 1 ≤ n ≤ p − 1, and there
are the edges (ia′ + jb′)0 in P(Eq), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q − 1; i + j = q, this
set of vertices only connected to the vertex (0, 0). Hence we get a star
K1,|A||B|, where A = {npa | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1} is a subset of V (P(Ap)) and
B = {ia′ + jb′ | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q − 1, i+ j = q} is a subset of V (P(Eq)).
(b) It is easy to check that the vertex set {(npa, ia′) | 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1, n ∈ N}
makes a component.
(c) In Eq the element b
′ has the same property as a′, so we obtain a compo-
nent from {(npa, ib′) | 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1, n ∈ N}.
(d) The set {(0, ia′+ jb′), (npa, 0) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q− 1, i+ j = q}
forms a component.
(e) The set {(npa, ia′ + ib′) | 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1, n ∈ N} composes a component.
Since in P(Ap) the vertex 0 is adjacent with npa, where 1 ≤ n ≤ p − 1
and on the other hand for every vertex ia′ + ib′ in P(Eq), 1 ≤ i ≤ q− 1,
we have (ia′ + ib′)2 = 2i2a′ +2i2b′. According to the presentation of the
ring Eq, if 1 ≤ i ≤ q− 1, then 1 ≤ 2i
2 ≤ q− 1 and so we can set i′ = 2i2.
Thus in P(Eq) we have the edges (ia
′ + ib′)(i′a′ + i′b′); 1 ≤ i, i′ ≤ q − 1.
(f) The set {(ma, 0), (ma, ia′+ jb′) | m ∈ U(Zp2), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q− 1, i+ j = q}
makes a bipartite component with parts V1 and V2 such that | V1 |= t
and | V2 |= t | A |, where A = {ia
′ + jb′ | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q − 1, i+ j = q} and
t =| U(Zp2) |.
(g) The set {(ma, ka′) | m ∈ U(Zp2 ), 1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1} is a component.
(h) Similar to the case (g) the set {(ma, kb′) | m ∈ U(Zp2), 1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1}
makes an isomorphic component.
(i) The set {(ma, ia′ + ib′) | m ∈ U(Zp2), 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1} is a component,
since in P(Ap) if ma is adjacent to x, then x = m
′a, where m′ ∈ U(Zp2 ).
On the other hand, by using the same argument as in (e), one can show
that (ia′ + ib′) is adjacent to (i′a′ + i′b′), where 1 ≤ i, i′ ≤ q − 1.
(j) The component corresponding to the set
{(npa, ia′ + jb′) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q − 1, i+ j 6= q, i 6= j, n ∈ N}
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is a bipartite graph with parts V1 and V2 such that |V1| = |A| and
|V2| = |A|(|B| − 1), where A = {ia
′+ jb′ | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q− 1, i+ j 6= q} and
B = {npa | n ∈ N}.
(k) It is obvious that the vertices of the form (ma, ia′ + jb′) where m ∈
U(Zp2), 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ q − 1, i+ j 6= p make a component.
Note that in this case if p = q = 2, then the tensor product graph has 8 isolated
vertices and four connected components isomorphic to K2. If p = q = 3, then
the tensor product graph has exactly nine components.
6. Rq ∼= Hq and p = q = 2. The graph only contains eight components isomor-
phic to K2. Also if p = 2 and q = 3, then the connected component will be
introduced in (6.d) splits into two connected components. For other values of
p and q it is straightforward to check that one of the following cases will be
occurred for the components of P(Ap)⊗ P(Hq).
(a) A star graphK1,(q2−1) containing the vertex (0, 0) and vertices (npa,ma
′)
for all 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1 and 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1.
(b) A complete bipartite graph corresponding to the set
{(npa, 0), (0,ma′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}
of vertices.
(c) The set {(np, v) | 0 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1, v ∈ V (P(Hq))− {ma
′}}
makes a bipartite component.
(d) For everym ∈ U(Zp2), the vertices of the form (ma, 0) is connected to the
vertices of the form (m′a, ka′), where m 6= m′ ∈ U(Zp2), 1 ≤ k ≤ q − 1.
So, these vertices form a component.
(e) The component corresponding to the set
{(u, v) | u ∈ U(Zp2 ), 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1, v ∈ V (P(Hq))− {ma
′}}.
7. Rq ∼= Kq. Then the tensor product graph contain p
2 isolated vertices and two
other components.
This completes our argument. 
Theorem 2.3. Let Rq be a ring of order q
2. Then
C(P(Bp)⊗ P(Rq)) ∈ {1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 16, p
2+ 1, p2 + 3}.
Proof . Suppose a is a generator of Bp. Our main proof will consider six cases as
follows:
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1. Rq ∼= Bq and a
′ is a generator of Bq. In this case, the graph vertices can be
partitioned into the parts Mi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5.
M1 = {(u, v) | u ∈ V (P(Bp)), v ∈ V (P(Bq)), v 6= tqa
′, t ∈ N},
M2 = {(npa,mqa
′) | 0 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
M3 = {(u,mqa
′) | u ∈ V (P(Bp))− {npa}, 0 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}}
M4 = {(a or kpa, lqa
′) | 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ l ≤ q − 1},
M5 = {(u, lqa
′) | u ∈ V (P(Bp))− {a, kpa}, 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ l ≤ q − 1},
where n andm are squares modulo p and q, respectively. Moreover, k and l are
not squares modulo p and q, respectively. It is easy to check that Mi∩Mj = ∅
and there are vertices ui ∈ Mi and uj ∈ Mj which are adjacent in Bp × Bq,
1 ≤ i, j ≤ 5. Hence this graph is connected.
2. Rq ∼= Cq. In this case, P(Bp)⊗P(Cq) is a bipartite graph with parts V1 and
V2 such that |V1| = p
2(q2 − 1) and |V2| = p
2. Hence this graph is connected.
3. Rq ∼= Dq and {a
′, b′} is a generating set for Dq. In this case, we claim that
the tensor product graph has p2+3 components. Since 0 is an isolated vertex
of P(Dq), the tensor product graph has p
2 isolated vertices. On the other
hand, this graph has a bipartite component for q 6= 2, such that one part
is containing all vertices of the form (u, a′ + b′) in which u ∈ V (P(Bp)) and
another part is the set of all vertices of the form (u, v) such that u ∈ V (P(Bp))
and v ∈ V (P(Dq)) − A, where A = {0,ma
′,mb′, a′ + b′ | 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}
is a subset of V (P(Dq)). Note that P(Bp) is a connected graph but it is not
regular. Also the adjacent vertices to a′ + b′ ∈ V (P(Dq) are the group of
unit elements of the ring Dq. These are all elements of the form ia
′ + jb′,
1 ≤ i, j ≤ q − 1, and so each vertex of V (P(Bp)) − A is adjacent to a
′ + b′.
Therefore, this component is a non-complete bipartite subgraph. It is clear
that the sets {(u,ma′) | u ∈ V (P(Bp)), 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1} and {(u,mb
′) | u ∈
V (P(Bp)), 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1} are different components for the graph. Thus, we
get exactly p2 + 3 components. One can see that if p = q = 2 then the tensor
product graph is a totally disconnected graph on sixteen vertices.
4. Rq ∼= Eq and {a
′, b′} is a generating set for Eq. One can see that the graph
has five connected components that two of them make from the vertices of the
form (u,ma′) and (u,mb′), respectively, wherem ∈ V (P(Bp)), 1 ≤ m ≤ q−1.
Three other components are corresponding to three set of vertices as follows:
{(u, ia′ + ib′) | u ∈ V (P(Bp)), 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1},
{(u, ia′ + jb′) | u ∈ V (P(Bp)), 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ q − 1, i+ j 6= q},
{(u, 0), (u, ia′ + jb′) | u ∈ V (P(Bp)), 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ q − 1, i+ j = q}.
If p = q = 2, then the graph has eight isolated vertices and just a component.
If p = 2 and q = 3 this graph has four components since it does note have the
component corresponding to
{(u, ia′ + jb′) | u ∈ V (P(Bp)), 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ q − 1, i+ j 6= q}.
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5. Rq ∼= Hq. Suppose that a
′ is a generator ofHq. In this case, the tensor product
graph has two components which one of them is containing all vertices in the
form (u, 0) and (u,ma′); u ∈ V (P(Bp)) and 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1. The remaining
vertices will make another component.
6. Rq ∼= Kq. In this case, all vertices of the form (u, 0) where u ∈ V (P(Bp))
are isolated vertices of the tensor product graph, since 0 is an isolated vertex
of P(Kq). These are p
2 isolated vertices. On the other hand, all of non-zero
vertices are connected to each other in P(Kq), hence all the remaining vertices
put together another component.
Hence the result. 
Theorem 2.4. Let Rq be a ring of order q
2. Then
C(P(Cp)⊗ P(Rq)) ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6, 10, p
2 + 1, p2 + 3, p2 + 6, 4p2}.
Proof . Suppose a is a generator of the ring Cp. Our main proof will consider
some cases as follows:
1. Rq ∼= Cq. The tensor product graph has a star component isomorphic to
K1,3(n2−1) such that n = max{p, q}. Hence the vertex 0 in P(Cp) is adjacent
to every other non-zero vertex. So, (0, 0) is adjacent to all vertices in which
the first and the second entries are non-zero. Therefore, we obtain a star and
a complete bipartite component isomorphic to Kp2−1,q2−1. Note that all the
non-zero vertices of P(Cp) are connected only with the vertex 0 and so the
tensor product has the edges (u, 0)(0, v), where u, v ∈ V (P(Cp))− {0}.
2. Rq ∼= Dq. Choose a generating set {a
′, b′} for Dq. The tensor product graph
has p2 isolated vertices and one can check that the set
{(u,ma′) | u ∈ V (P(Cp)), 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}
makes a component. Since the elements a′ and b′ in Dq have the same prop-
erties, the set {(u,mb′) | u ∈ V (P(Cp)), 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1} also makes a
component isomorphic to last one. So far we do not have considered the ver-
tices of the form (u, ia′+jb′), where u ∈ V (P(Cp)) and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q−1. These
vertices put together another component. In this case, if q = 2 then the graph
is totally disconnected. If q = 3 then it is clear that the tensor product has
p2 isolated vertices and six components.
3. Rq ∼= Eq. Suppose {a
′, b′} is a generating set for Dq. This graph has six
components as follows:
(a) A star graph corresponding to the vertex (0, 0).
(b) A complete bipartite graph.
(c) The subgraph induced by {(u,ma′) | u ∈ V (P(Cp)), 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
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(d) The subgraph induced by {(u,mb′) | u ∈ V (P(Cp)), 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
(e) {(u, 0), (0, ia′ + jb′) | u ∈ V (P(Cp))− {0}, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q − 1, i+ j = q}.
(f) {(u, ia′ + jb′) | u ∈ V (P(Cp)), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ q − 1, i 6= j, i+ j 6= q}.
Note that if p = q = 2 then the graph has ten components.
4. Rq ∼= Hq. There is a component corresponding to the vertex (0, 0) that is
adjacent to all other vertices of the form (na,ma′), where 1 ≤ n ≤ p2− 1 and
1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1. Also the graph has two other components such that each of
them can be induced by one of the following subsets:
(a) {(0,ma′), (na, 0) | 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ n ≤ p2 − 1}.
(b) {(na, u) | u ∈ V (P(Hq))− {0,ma}, 0 ≤ n ≤ p
2 − 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
If q = 2 then the component corresponding to the part (b) will be divided
into two new components.
5. Rq ∼= Kq. All the vertices of the from (u, 0) where u ∈ V (P(Cp)) are isolated
vertices and all of the remaining vertices make only a component.
This completes our argument. 
Define:
T1 = {16, 18, 27, 33, p
2+ q2 +8, 4q2, q2 +12, q2 +7, p2 + q2 +2, 4p2, q2 +9, 2p2 +7}.
Theorem 2.5. Let Rq be a ring of order q
2. Then, C(P(Dp)⊗ P(Rq)) ∈ T1.
Proof . Suppose {a, b} is a generating set for Dp. Our main proof will consider
four cases as follows:
1. Rq ∼= Dq. The vertices of the form (u, 0) and (0, v), u ∈ V (P(Dp)) and
v ∈ V (P(Dq)), are isolated. It is straightforward to show that each of the set
{(na,ma′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
{(nb,mb′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
{(na,mb′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
{(nb,ma′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
induced a component. There are two other components corresponding to the
sets
{(a+ b,ma′) | 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
{(a+ b,mb′) | 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
that each of them composes a star isomorphic to K1,((p−1)2−1)n, where n =
deg(ma′) = deg(mb′). On the other hand, there are two new components
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corresponding to the sets {(na, a′ + b′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p − 1} and {(nb, a′ + b′) |
1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1}. Obviously, after composing all these connected components
all of the remaining vertices are adjacent to the vertex (a + b, a′ + b′) which
gives our final component. In this case, if one of p or q is equal to 2, then the
tensor product is totally disconnected and it has 4q2 and 4p2 isolated vertices,
respectively. Also if p = q = 3 then the graph has the same components as
general case other than the connected component corresponding to the vertex
(a+ b, a′ + b′) is broken into two components.
2. Rq ∼= Eq. We first notice that the vertices of the form (0, u), u ∈ V (P(Eq)),
are isolated vertices in P(Dq)⊗P(Eq). The non-isolated vertices of P(Dq)⊗
P(Eq) can be divided into the following sets:
(a) {(na,mb′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
(b) {(na,ma′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
(c) {(nb,ma′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
(d) {(nb,mb′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
(e) {(ia+ jb,ma′) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
(f) {(ia+ jb,mb′) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
(g) {(na, ia′ + ib′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1},
(h) {(nb, ia′ + ib′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1},
(i) {(na, 0) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1},
(j) {(nb, 0) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1},
(k) {(ia+ jb, i′a′ + i′b′) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i′ ≤ q − 1},
(l) {(ia+ jb, 0), (ia+ jb, i′a+ j′b) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i′, j′ ≤ q− 1, i′ + j′ = q}.
One can easily check that each of these subsets induce a component in the
graph. The end component is bipartite with vertex bipartization
{(ia+ jb, 0) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1},
{(ia+ jb, i′a+ j′b) | 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i′, j′ ≤ q − 1, i′ + j′ = q}.
We now mention some exceptions in this case. If p = 2 then the graph is
totally disconnected with 4q2 vertices. If p ≥ 3 and q = 2 then the tensor
product graph contains 4+2(p2−1) isolated vertices that they are made from
the sets (a − f) in above list. Also, each of the next two subsets is broken
into two connected components and the remaining vertices composes another
connected component. If p = q = 3 then we have nine isolated vertices and
all of the (a− l) are partitioned into two components.
3. Rq ∼= Hq. In this case, the tensor product graph has q
2 isolated vertices (0, u),
u ∈ V (P(Hq)). Also, it has seven components corresponding to each of the
following subsets:
(a) {(na, u) | u ∈ V (P(Hq))− {ma
′}, 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1}, 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1.
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(b) {(nb, u) | 0 6= u ∈ V (P(Hq))− {ma
′}, 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1}, 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1.
(c) {(a+ b,ma′), (ia+ jb, 0) | 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1}.
(d) {(a+ b, 0), (ia+ jb,ma′) | 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1}.
(e) {(ia+ jb, u) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1, u ∈ V (P(Hq))− {ma
′}, 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1.
(f) {(na,ma′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
(g) {(nb,ma′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
Note that in this case if p = 2 then the tensor product graph is totally dis-
connected on 4q2 vertices and if p = q = 3 then all above arguments are valid
just the sets (f) and (g) above are divided into two components.
4. Rq ∼= Kq. The tenor product graph has p
2 + q2 + 1 isolated vertices and also
each of the set
(a) {(na, u) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, u ∈ V (P(Hq))− {0}},
(b) {(nb, u) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, u ∈ V (P(Hq))− {0}},
will induce a component. The remaining vertices of this graph compose only
one another component, so we have p2+q2+2 components. If p = q = 2, then
the tensor product graph is a totally disconnected graph on sixteen vertices.
This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 2.6. Let Rq be a ring of order q
2. Then
C(P(Ep)⊗ P(Rq)) ∈ {8, 10, 12, 14, 20, 21, p
2+ 6, 2q2 + 7}.
Proof . Choose a generating set {a, b} for Ep. The proof will consider four cases
as follows:
1. Rq ∼= Eq and p = q = 2. In this case, we have twelve isolated vertices and two
components isomorphic to K2. If p = 2 and q > 2 then the tensor product
graph has 2q2 isolated vertices and only seven components. For other values
of p and q, we don’t have isolated vertices and by using the graph structure
of P(Ep), one can check that each of the following subsets induce a unique
connected component of the graph:
(a) {(0, 0), (ia + jb, i′a′ + j′b′) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p − 1, 1 ≤ i′, j′ ≤ q − 1, i + j =
p, i′ + j′ = q}.
(b) {(ia+ ib,ma′) | 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
(c) {(0,ma′), (ia+ jb,ma′) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1, i+ j = p, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
(d) (ia+ ib,mb′) | 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
(e) {(0,mb′), (ia+ jb,mb′) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1, i+ j = p, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
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(f) {(ia + jb, 0), (0, i′a′ + j′b′) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p − 1, 1 ≤ i′, j′ ≤ q − 1, i + j =
p, i′ + j′ = q}, that is a complete bipartite component Kp−1,q−1.
(g) {(ia + ib, i′a′ + i′b′)) |, 1 ≤ i ≤ p − 1, 1 ≤ i′ ≤ q − 1}, that forms a
bipartite component, with parts V1 and V2 such that |V1| = |V2| = t,
where t = (p−1)(q−1)2 .
(h) {(i′a + j′b, ia′ + jb′), (0, ia′ + jb′) | 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ q − 1, 1 ≤ i′, j′ ≤
p−1, i+j 6= q, i′+j′ = p; deg(ia′+jb′) > deg(ja′+ib′) or deg(ia′+jb′) =
deg(ja′ + ib′), i < j}.
(i) {(na, ia′ + ib′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1}.
(j) {(na, ia′ + jb′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ q − 1, i+ j 6= q}.
(k) {(nb, ia′ + ib′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ q − 1}.
(l) {(nb, ia′ + jb′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ q − 1, i+ j 6= q}.
(m) {(na,mb′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
(n) {(nb,mb′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
(o) {(na,ma′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
(p) {(nb,ma′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
(q) {(na, ia′ + jb′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ q − 1}.
(r) {(ia+ ib, i′a′ + j′b′) | 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i′ 6= j′ ≤ q − 1, i′ + j′ 6= q}.
(s) {(ia+ jb, 0), (ia+ jb, i′a′+ j′b′) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p−1, 1 ≤ i′, j′ ≤ q−1, i+ j 6=
p, i′ + j′ = q}.
(t) {(na, 0), (na, ia′ + jb′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ q − 1, i+ j = q}.
(u) {(nb, 0), (nb, ia′ + jb′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ q − 1, i+ j = q}.
Therefore, we have twenty one connected components.
2. Rq ∼= Hq and p = q = 2. In this case, the graph has exactly eight isolated
vertices, since the vertices a and b are not adjacent in P(E2). Also, this graph
has four components isomorphic to K2. For p = 2 and q = 3 it is easy to show
that the graph has eighteen isolated vertices and three other components.
For other values of p and q we have a star component corresponding to the
vertex (0, 0). This vertex is adjacent to all vertices of the form (ia+ jb,ma′),
where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p − 1, i + j = p and 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1. Also, it has a
bipartite component containing all vertices of the form (ia + jb, u) ∪ (0, u),
where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q− 1 and u is a non-zero elements of Hq such
that u 6= ta′, 1 ≤ t ≤ q− 1. Each of the following sets composes a component:
(a) {(ia+ jb,ma′) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1, j + j 6= p, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}
(b) {(0,ma′), (ia+ jb, 0) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1, i+ j = p}
(c) {(na, u) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1, u ∈ V (P(Hq))− {ma
′}}
(d) {(na,ma′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}
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(e) {(nb,ma′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}
(f) {(nb, u) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1, u ∈ V (P(Hq))− {ma
′}}
Therefore, the graph has exactly eight connected components.
3. Rq ∼= Kq. In this case, we have p
2 isolated vertices and six components
corresponding to the following subsets:
(a) {(0, u), (ia+ jb, u) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤, i+ j = p}.
(b) {(na, u) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1}.
(c) {(nb, u) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1}.
(d) {(ia+ ib, u) | 1 ≤ i ≤ p− 1}.
(e) {(ia+ jb, u) | 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ p− 1, i+ j 6= p}.
(f) {(ja+ ib, u) | (ia+ jb, u) ∈ (e)},
where u ∈ V (P(Kq))−{0}. If p = 2 and q = 2 or 3 then the graph has exactly
10 or 20 connected components, respectively.
Hence the result. 
Theorem 2.7. Let Rq be a ring of order q
2 and p be a prime. Then
C(P(Hp)⊗ P(Rq)) ∈ {5, 6, 8, p
2 + 2}.
Proof . Choose the generating set {a, b} for Hp. It is enough to consider two cases
that Rq ∼= Hq or Rq ∼= Kq.
1. Rq ∼= Hq. Consider the following subsets of Hp ⊗Rq:
(a) {(0, 0), (na,ma′) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
(b) {(u,ma′) | 0 ≤ m ≤ q − 1},
(c) {(u, v)},
(d) {(na, v) | 0 ≤ n ≤ p− 1},
(e) {(0,ma′), (na, 0) | 1 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ q − 1}.
It is easy to see that each of these subset are connected components of
C(P(Hp) ⊗ P(Rq)). In each of the cases that p = q = 2 and p = 2, q = 3
we have the same components that are composed of the set of vertices given
in parts (a) and (e) but in the first case each of other set of vertices (b − d)
is partitioned into two components isomorphic to K2 and in the second case
the set of vertices in (b) contains two components.
2. Rq ∼= Kq. We can see that P(Hp) ⊗ P(Kq) has p
2 isolated vertices and two
components corresponding to the subsets:
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(a) {(na, u) | 0 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, u ∈ V (P(Kq))− {0}}.
(b) {(u, v) | u ∈ V (P(Hp)) − {na}, 0 ≤ n ≤ p− 1, v ∈ V (P(Kq))− {0}}.
Therefore, the graph has exactly five, six, eight or p2 + 2 connected compo-
nents.
This proves the result. 
Theorem 2.8. Let Rq be a ring of order q
2. Then C(P(Kp)⊗P(Kq)) = p
2 + q2.
Proof . The proof follows from analyzing the graph P(Kp). 
3. Diameter and Girth
In Section 2, some information on the connectivity of the tensor product of the
power graphs of some ring of order p2 were given. In this section our purpose is
to obtain diameter of these graphs when they are connected. Furthermore, we will
obtain the girth of P(Rp)⊗ P(Rq).
Theorem 3.1. Let Rp and Rq be two rings of order p
2 and q2, respectively. Then
the graph P(Rp) ⊗ P(Rq) is connected if and only if Rp ∼= Bp and Rq ∼= Bq, Cq.
Moreover, diam(P(Bp)⊗ P(Bq)) = 3 and diam(P(Bp)⊗ P(Cq)) = 4.
Proof . The first part is a direct consequence of Theorems 2.2-2.8. Suppose that
u = (x1, y1) and v = (x2, y2) are two distinct vertices of the graph P(Bp)⊗P(Bq).
With notations as in Theorem 2.3, we have some different cases and in each case
we compute d(u, v). In all of the following cases we will introduce the shortest path
between u and v in P(Bp)⊗ P(Bq).
1. If u, v ∈ M1, then we can assume that there are 1 ≤ m1,m2, k1, k2 ≤ q − 1
such that y1 = (m1 + k1q)a
′ and y2 = (m2 + k2q)a
′. Since there are not
different vertices in the form (m + kq)a, 1 ≤ m, k ≤ q − 1, that they are
connected in P(Bq), (x1, y1) is not adjacent to (x2, y2). Thus 1 < d(u, v) and
we can proceed based on this fact that whether or not x1 is adjacent with x2
in P(Bp). We first assume that x1 is adjacent with x2 in P(Bp). Thus x1 = 0
or x2 = 0. Suppose x1 = 0 and choose 1 ≤ n,m, k ≤ p − 1, 1 ≤ k
′ ≤ q − 1.
We consider some different cases as follows:
(a) x2 = kpa, where k is square modulo p. We consider the path u =
(x1, y1) = (0, (m1 + k1q)a
′), ((m + np)a, k′qa′), (kpa, (m2 + k2q)a
′) =
(x2, y2) = v of length two, where k
′ is a square modulo q.
(b) x2 = kpa, where k is not square modulo p. It is enough to consider
the path u = (x1, y1) = (0, (m1 + k1q)a
′), (t, 0), (0, k′qa′), (kpa, (m2 +
k2q)a
′) = (x2, y2) = v of length three, where t ∈ V (P(Bp))− {0} and k
′
is a square modulo q.
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(c) x2 = (m + np)a. In this case the path u = (x1, y1) = (0, (m1 + k1q)a
′),
(kpa, k′qa′), ((m + np)a, (m2 + k2q)a
′) = (x2, y2) = v has length two,
where k and k′ are squares modulo p and q, respectively.
Suppose x2 = 0. By a similar method and a case by case investigation, one
can see that d(u, v) ∈ {2, 3}. We now assume that x1 is not adjacent to x2.
It is clear that x1 6= 0 and x2 6= 0. Choose 1 ≤ n,m, k, n
′,m′, k′ ≤ p− 1 and
1 ≤ k′′ ≤ q − 1, k′′ is square modulo q, based on the following cases:
(a) x1 = (m + np)a and x2 = kpa, k is not square modulo p. The path
u = (x1, y1) = ((m+np)a, (m1+k1q)a
′), (0, k′′qa′), (kpa, (m2+k2q)a
′) =
(x2, y2) = v has length two.
(b) x1 = kpa, k is not square modulo p and x2 = (m + np)a. The path
u = (x1, y1) = (kpa, (m1+k1q)a
′), (0, k′′qa′), ((m+np)a, (m2+k2q)a
′) =
(x2, y2) = v has length two.
(c) x1 = kpa, k is square modulo p and x2 = k
′pa, k′ is not square modulo
p. The path u = (x1, y1) = (kpa, (m1 + k1q)a
′), (0, k′′qa′), (k′pa, (m2 +
k2q)a
′) = (x2, y2) = v has length two.
(d) x1 = kpa, k is not square modulo p, and x2 = k
′pa, k′ is a square modulo
p. It can be easily seen that the path u = (x1, y1) = (kpa, (m1+ k1q)a
′),
(0, k′′qa′), (k′pa, (m2 + k2q)a
′) = (x2, y2) = v has length two.
(e) x1 = (m + np)a and x2 = (m
′ + n′p)a. It is easy to see that the path
u = (x1, y1) = ((m+np)a, (m1+k1q)a
′), (k′pa, k′′qa′), ((m′+n′p)a, (m2+
k2q)a
′) = (x2, y2) = v has length three, where k
′ is a square modulo p.
(f) x1 = kpa, and x2 = k
′pa, k and k′ are squares modulo p and q, re-
spectively. The path u = (x1, y1) = (kpa, (m1 + k1q)a
′), (0 or (m +
np)a, k′′qa′), (k′pa, (m2 + k2q)a
′) = (x2, y2) = v has length two.
(g) x1 = kpa, and x2 = k
′pa, k and k′ are not squares modulo p and q,
respectively. The path u = (x1, y1) = (kpa, (m1 + k1q)a
′), (0, k′′qa′),
(k′pa, (m2 + k2q)a
′) = (x2, y2) = v has length two.
2. u, v ∈ M2. A similar argument as in the Case 1 shows that d(u, v) ∈ {1, 2}.
3. u, v ∈ M4. Since d(u, v) > 1, the only case that can be occurred is the case
that in P(Bp), x1 is not adjacent to x2 and in P(Bq), x2 is not adjacent to y2.
Choose the path (x1, y1), (0, 0), (x2, y2) of length two to prove that d(u, v) = 2.
Note that a similar argument for the remaining cases shows that d(u, v) ∈ {1, 2, 3}
and so diam(P(Bp) ⊗ P(Bq)) = 3. We now return to determine diam(P(Bp) ⊗
P(Cq)). By Theorem 2.3, the graph P(Bp) ⊗ P(Cq) is bipartite and the parts
V1 and V2 are defined as the set of all vertices of the form (V (P(Bp)), 0) and
(V (P(Bp)), V (P(Cq)) − {0}), respectively. It is obvious that if u and v are in
different parts, then d(u, v) ∈ {1, 3}. If u, v ∈ V1, then one can see that d(u, v) ∈
{2, 4}. Assume that u, v ∈ V2, where u = (u1, v1) and v = (u2, v2) such that u1
and u2 are non-zero. Then the path (u1, v1), (0, 0), (u2, v2), connecting u and v
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is a shortest path in this case. If u1 and u2 are zero, then we consider the path
(u1, v1), (kpa, 0), (u2, v2), where 1 ≤ k ≤ p − 1 and k is a square modulo p and so
d(x, y) = 2. Therefore, diam(P(Bp)⊗ P(Cq)) = 4. 
Theorem 3.2. LetRq be a ring of order q
2. Then gr(P(Ap)⊗P(Rq)) ∈ {3, 4, 6,∞}.
Proof . Apply Theorems 2.3-2.8. We have the following separate cases:
1. Rq ∼= Aq and p, q 6= 2. It is clear that we have the cycle (u, v), (x, y),
(x−1, y−1), (u, v), where u ∈ U(Zp2), v ∈ U(Zq2 ), x is a generator of U(Zp2)
and y is a generator of U(Zq2). Thus, the girth of the graph is 3.
2. Rq ∼= Bq and p, q 6= 2. In this case let u ∈ U(Zp2), v be a generator of U(Zp2)
and 1 ≤ m, k ≤ q − 1. Then we will have the following cycles:
(a) (u, kqa′), (v, 0), (v−1, (m+ kq)a′), (u, kqa′),
(b) (u, 0), (v, kqa′), (v−1, (m+ kq)a′), (u, 0),
(c) (u, (m+ kq)a′), (v, kqa′), (v−1, 0), (u, (m+ kq)a′).
Hence the girth of the graph will be 3.
3. Rq ∼= Dq, p 6= 2 and p, q 6= 3. In this case let u ∈ U(Zp2 ), v be a generator
of U(Zp2) and 1 ≤ n,m, k ≤ q − 1. Then the shortest cycles have one of the
following forms:
(a) (u, na′), (v,ma′), (v−1, ka′), (u, na′),
(b) (u, nb′), (v,mb′), (v−1, kb′), (u, nb′).
So, the girth of the graph is 3.
4. Rq ∼= Eq, p 6= 2 and q 6= 2, 3. Let u ∈ U(Zp2), v be a generator of U(Zp2) and
1 ≤ n,m, k ≤ q− 1. Then the shortest cycles have one of the following forms:
(a) (u, na′), (v,ma′), (v−1, ka′), (u, na′),
(b) (u, nb′), (v,mb′), (v−1, kb′), (u, nb′),
and so the girth is equal to 3.
5. Rq ∼= Hq and p, q 6= 2. Let u ∈ U(Zp2), v be a generator of U(Zp2). Then
the cycle (u, 2b′), (v, b′), (v−1, 2a′+2b′), (u, 2b′) has the shortest length and so
the girth is 3.
6. Rq ∼= Kq and p 6= 2. One can see that the cycle (u, a
′+b′), (v, a′), (v−1, b′), (u, a′+
b′) has the minimum length. Thus the girth is 4.
We now present the cases that gr(P(Ap)⊗ P(Rq)) = 4.
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1′ Rq ∼= Aq, p = 2 and q 6= 2. The cycle (0, u), (2a, v), (0, a
′), (2a, v−1), (0, u) has
the shortest length, where u ∈ U(Zq2 ) and v is a generator of (U(Zq2 ),×).
2′ Rq ∼= Aq, q = 2 and p 6= 2. Note that (u, 0), (v, 2a
′), (a, 0), (v−1, 2a′), (u, 0) is
a shortest cycle for the graph.
3′ Rq ∼= Cq, p 6= 2. It is enough to consider the following cycles:
(a) (u, 0), (v, w), (v−1, 0), (v, z), (u, 0) ,
(b) (kpa, 0), (0, w), (k′pa, 0), (0, z), (kpa, 0),
(c) (u,w), (v, 0), (a, z), (v−1, 0), (u,w),
where u ∈ U(Zp2), v is a generator of (U(Zp2 ),×), w, z ∈ V (P(Cq)) − {0},
w 6= z and 1 ≤ k 6= k′ ≤ p− 1.
4′ Rq ∼= Dq, p 6= 2 and q = 3. It is enough to choose the shortest cycle (u, a
′),
(v, 2a′), (a, a′), (v−1, 2a′), (u, a′), where u ∈ U(Zp2)−{a} and v is a generator
of (U(Zp2),×).
5′ Rq ∼= Eq, p 6= 2 and q = 3. The cycles:
(a) (u, a′), (v, 2a′), (a, a′), (v−1, 2a′), (u, a′),
(b) (u, b′), (v, 2b′), (a, b′), (v−1, 2b′), (u, b′),
where u ∈ U(Zp2) − {a}, v is a generator of U(Zp2), have length 4 and they
are the shortest cycles.
6′ Rq ∼= Eq, p 6= 2 and q = 2. A shortest cycle for the graph is (u, 0), (v, a
′+ b′),
(a, 0), (v−1, a′ + b′), (u, 0), as desired.
7′ Rq ∼= Hq, p 6= 2 and q = 2. The cycle (u, 0), (v, a
′), (a, 0), (v−1, a′), (u, 0) has
the shortest length.
8′ Rq ∼= Bq and p = 2. The result follows from the fact that (a, qa
′), (3a, a′),
(a, 0), (3a, (q + 1)a′), (a, qa′) is a shortest cycle of length 4.
9′ Rq ∼= Cq and p, q 6= 2. By Theorem 2.2, the graph P(Ap)⊗P(Cq) has at least
one complete bipartite component and so the girth of this graph is 4.
10′ Rq ∼= Hq and p = 2. In this case, a shortest cycle for the graph is (a, b
′),
(3a, a′ + 2b′), (a, 2b′), (3a, 2a′ + 2b′), (a, b′).
Finally if Rq ∼= Kq and p = q = 2, then the cycles:
1. (0, a′), (2a, a′ + b′), (0, b′), (2a, a′), (0, a′ + b′), (2a, b′), (0, a′)
2. (a, a′), (3a, a′ + b′), (a, b′), (3a, a′), (a, a′ + b′), (3a, b′), (a, a′),
are the shortest cycles of length 6. In the remaining cases, the graph is acyclic
which completes the proof. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let Rq be a ring of order q
2. Then gr(P(Bq)⊗P(Rq)) ∈ {3, 4,∞}.
Proof . The proof runs as Theorem 3.2. We first note that (0, 0), (a, a), (pa, qa),
(0, 0) is a triangle in P(Bp) ⊗ P(Bq) and so gr(P(Bp) ⊗ P(Bq)) = 3. Also, by [2,
Theorem 1] we have gr(P(Bp) ⊗ P(Cq)) ∈ {4, 6, 8}, but we have a square (0, 0),
(a, a), (pa, 0), (a, qa), (0, 0) in the graph. Thus gr(P(Bp)⊗P(Cq)) = 4. By Theorem
2.3, it is straightforward to see that gr(P(B2)⊗ P(D2)) = ∞ and for other values
of p and q, gr(P(Bp)⊗P(Dq)) = 4, since (0, a
′), (a, (q−1)a′), (pa, a′), ((p+1)a, (q−
1)a′), (0, a′) is a shortest cycle for the graph. Furthermore, gr(P(B2)⊗P(E2)) = 3
and by Theorem 2.3, for other values of p and q we have the cycle (kpa, ia′ + ib′),
((m + np)a, a′ + b′), (0, i′a′ + i′b′), (k′pa, ia′ + jb′), where 1 ≤ m,n, k, k′ ≤ p − 1,
2 ≤ i, i′ ≤ q − 1 and k is a square modulo p. In P(B2)⊗P(H2), we have the cycle
(a, a′), (2a, 0), (3a, a′), (0, 0), (a, a′) and so gr(P(B2)⊗P(H2)) = 4. For other values
of p and q, we have gr(P(Bp)⊗P(Hq)) = 3, since (a, b
′), (pa, 2b′), (0, 2a′+2b′), (a, b′)
is a cycle in the graph. Finally, let 1 ≤ m, k, k′ ≤ p − 1 such that k′ be a square
modulo p. Then the cycle (0, b′), (k′pa, a′), ((m + kp)a, a′ + b′), (0, b′) is a triangle
in P(Bp)⊗ P(Kq), which proves that gr(P(Bp)⊗ P(Kq)) = 3. 
Theorem 3.4. Let Rq be a ring of order q
2. Then gr(P(Cp)⊗ P(Rq)) ∈ {4,∞}.
Proof . By Theorem 2.4, it is easy to prove that if q = 2, then gr(P(Cp) ⊗
P(D2)) = gr(P(Cp)⊗P(H2)) =∞ and if p = q = 2, then gr(P(Cp)⊗P(Eq)) =∞.
Again by Theorem 2.4 and using the method of Theorem 3.3, we can show that in
the remaining cases gr(P(Cp)⊗ P(Rq)) = 4. 
Theorem 3.5. Let Rq be a ring of order q
2. Then gr(P(Sp)⊗P(Rq)) ∈ {4, 6,∞},
where Sp ∼= Dp, Ep or Hp and Rq ∼= Dq, Eq, Hq or Kq. Moreover gr(P(Kp) ⊗
P(Kq)) = 3.
Proof . In view of Theorems 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7, it is clear that if (Sp ∼= Dp, Rq ∼=
Dq,Kq and p = 2 or q = 2), (Sp ∼= Ep, Rq ∼= Eq, Hq and p = q = 2) and finally
(Sp ∼= Hp, Rq ∼= Hq and p = q = 2), then gr(P(Sp) ⊗ P(Rq)) = ∞ and also
gr(P(D2) ⊗ P(Hq)) = ∞. Also, there is a cycle of length 6 in P(E2) ⊗ P(K2).
Moreover, P(Hp) ⊗ P(Hq), when p 6= 2 and q 6= 2 has the girth 4. By the same
way in other cases, we have a cycle of length 4 or 6. To prove the second part, it is
enough to consider the triangle (a+ b, a′ + b′), (b, a′), (a, b′), (a+ b, a′ + b′). 
4. Concluding Remarks
In this paper the number of connected components in the tensor product of the
power graphs of some finite rings were computed. We apply our results to calculate
the diameter of all such graphs when they are connected. Moreover, the girth of
these graphs are also computed.
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In the end of this paper, we suppose that p, q are primes and Rp, Rq denote
arbitrary rings of order p2 and q2, respectively. Then we claim that P(Rp ×Rq) ⊆
P(Rp)⊗P(Rq). To do this, we first note that for every edge (a, b)(c, d) ∈ E(P(Rp×
Rq)), there exists n ∈ N such that (a, b)
n = (c, d) or there exists m ∈ N such
that (c, d)m = (a, b). Therefore, an = c, bn = d or cm = a, dm = b. Then
ac ∈ E(P(Rp)), bd ∈ E(P(Rq)), which shows that (a, b)(c, d) ∈ P(Rp)⊗P(Rq). The
Figures 1 and 2, present a counterexample which proves that another conclusion
does not hold in general.
Figure 1. P(A2)⊗ P(A2)
Figure 2. P(A2 ×A2)
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